PRESS RELEASE

SKY adds 23 channels more to the list of open signals for its subscribers

São Paulo, March 17, 2020 - Since last weekend, in support of the recommendations asking the public to stay at home in order to be able to contain the spread of the new Coronavirus (Covid-19), SKY, the largest satellite pay-tv operator of the country, opened the signal of more than 70 channels for its subscribers. And starting today, March 17, another 23 have been added to that list: Disney Channel, Disney Junior, Disney XD, DOGTV, DW, ESPN, ESPN 2, ESPN Brasil, ESPN Extra, FOX, FOX Life, Fox Sports, Fox Sports 2, FX, Nat Geo Kids, National Geographic, National Geographic Wild, NHK, RAI, SIC, Travel Box, TV5, TVE.

In addition to the linear launch of the TV programming, subscribers can also watch some of the channels live, via streaming, through SKY Play, the company’s on demand video platform. This initiative aims to bring TV content, information and entertainment directly to those who will stay at home in all the cities throughout the country.

See the full list of available channels:

**Open Signals - On TV**


**Open Signals - On SKY Play**

- A&E, AXN, Band News, Cartoon Network, Cinemax, CNN Brasil, Comedy Central, Discovery, Discovery H&H, Discovery ID, Discovery Kids, Discovery Turbo, Disney Channel, ESPN, ESPN Brasil, FOX, FOX Life, FX, GloboNews, MTV, National Geographic, Paramount, SONY Channel, Space, TLC, TNT y TNT Series.